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NEW AND IMPROVED
The tinkering never stops. The innovation never ceases.
Always check our website and social media for the latest from JP.
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Who is JP?
The story of JP Enterprises begins in a classic American style: a father
taking his young son out to shoot for the first time. The boy was our
founder, John Paul, who would spend the years of his youth with gun
in hand, particularly at NRA small-bore competitions. Here, he grew
acquainted with the satisfaction of hard-earned success.
John Paul invested years into competitive shooting across several
disciplines. This passion and fascination led him as an adult to ownership
of his own retail gun store, Lloyd’s Sports Shop. Purchased in 1978, the
enterprise that would someday become JP started in that smoky little
shop in Minneapolis, MN.
Managing Lloyd’s until 1990, John Paul crossed paths with every type of
shooter. Along the way, he learned and tried just about every shooting
sport available: benchrest, varmint hunting, bullseye, trap and skeet,
and so on, and so on. An adrenaline junkie at heart, he found his calling
in the fledgling action or practical shooting disciplines.
His first AR came in the form of a Colt A1 Sporter. An in-store tradein, he acquired the rifle reluctantly, never having thought much of
these “ugly black rifles.” Its limitations were obvious, but so too was its
potential. Here was a platform that could, with effort and innovation,
match the skills of even a great shooter.
After thirteen years at Lloyd’s, John Paul founded JP Enterprises in 1991
in the basement of his home. At first, this mail-order startup sold only
a smattering of the available specialty products for the avid action

shooter. But soon, JP was developing its own parts, starting with the
original JP Recoil Eliminator.
Along with the classic JP trigger system and modular hand guards, these
components would make the company’s reputation. Soon after came
the precision-made rifles that convinced the shooting world of what the
AR platform could achieve.
Since then, it is John Paul’s consistent participation in 3-Gun and longrange shooting that has driven JP’s innovation. Hardly a month passes
without a major event for him somewhere in the U.S. Each serves as a
sounding board for what the committed shooter needs.
Likewise, JP has sought out those shooters whose lives depend upon
the rifles they carry. Our contacts and friends in law enforcement and
the military have bettered us both as shooters and as a company.
All this has culminated in the engineering and continual refinement of
the most sought-after semi-auto precision rifles in the world.
Now, John Paul is embarking on a mission to make better shooters to
match our rifles. JP purchased the Blue Steel Ranch in New Mexico in
2014. Now, top-level training in precision shooting is ongoing at this
1000-acre shooting paradise.
A lifetime in the making and 25 years in business, JP Enterprises remains
committed to developing both the tools and skill set of freedom.

2015: John Paul at the Blue Steel Ranch

1984: John Paul at Lloyd’s Sports Shop

2002: JP at SHOT Show
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JP has made a reputation and a philosophy from never leaving well enough
alone. Since we started building rifles over twenty years ago, we’ve refused to
accept part limitations or unimaginative design.

1 Silent Captured Spring and Polished Buffer Springs
2 Hand-fit 7075-T6 billet receivers
3 Low, Full and Variable Mass Bolt Carriers

Beyond a detent here or a tiny screw there, a JP rifle improves upon every piece
in the run-of-the-mill AR. Every operational component has been redesigned,
enhanced and reiterated numerous times over the decades.

4 EnhancedBolt™ Assemblies
5 Enhanced Gas Rings

We believe everything can be made better. When you buy JP, you’re a part of
that legacy of innovation.

6 Enhanced Extractors
7 Enhanced Ejectors
8 Custom Fit Takedown Pins
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9 JP Fire Control Packages

17 Thermo-fit™ Supermatch™ Barrels
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10 Precision One-Stage Adjustable Triggers

18 Thermal Dissipator™

11 Speed Hammers

19 Adjustable Gas Systems

12 Precision Springs

20 JP Jam Nuts and Double Crush Washers

13 Anti-Walk Pins

21 JP Muzzle Treatments
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14 Adjustable Selectors
15 MK III Hand Guard Systems and Accessories
16 Enhanced Barrel Extension (.308)
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RIFLES

PSC-12™
.308 Win.

.260 Rem.

6.5 Creedmoor

6 Creedmoor

FIRE
CONTROL

Complete PSC-12™ upper assemblies are available to pair with either your DPMS or Armalite
pattern large-frame lower. Complete rifles are built on a modified LRP-07™ lower. Select from our
suggested pre-configurations or build to your specifications in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The redundant charging systems of the PSC series accommodate differing shooter preferences
and training while providing fail-safe reliability. Spec-able in several calibers and barrel lengths, the
PSC-12™ is easily capable of 1200+ yard shots in the hands of the experienced operator.

BARRELS

Combine the features and performance advantages of our entire rifle lineup and you have the
Practical Side Charge (PSC) Series. Our large-frame entry, the PSC-12™ is the full precision package
for serious long-range and tactical engagement. Fully capable for civilian LR competition, the PSC12™ was designed for the uncompromising LE/military operator.

CHASSIS

Large-Frame Billet Dual-Charge

FEATURES
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed
• Redundant top- and non-reciprocating side-charging systems

• No exposure of internals or gas venting through side-charge channel
• Forward assist and dust cover standard

TOOLS

• Improved ergonomics for easier operation and constant
cheek weld while manipulating the action

OPTICS

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)

• Compatibility with DPMS- and Armalite-pattern lowers
• Numerous personalization options
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PSC-12™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RIFLES

LRP-07™
.308 Win.

.260 Rem.

6.5 Creedmoor

6 Creedmoor

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed

• No exposure of internals or gas venting through side-charge channel

TOOLS

• Improved ergonomics for easier operation and constant
cheek weld while manipulating the action

OPTICS

FEATURES

FIRE
CONTROL

Complete LRP-07™ rifles are available with one of two upper receiver variants: streamlined
competition-style or military-style with dust cover and forward assist. Select from our suggested
pre-configurations or build to your specifications in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Designed around our Low Mass Operating System (LMOS™), the LRP-07™ is a .308 platform that
handles like a .223. Not only is it easy to shoot but also to operate. The signature self-folding, leftside charging system provides added leverage while eliminating the need to break cheek weld to
charge or clear the rifle.

BARRELS

The original JP side-charger, the LRP-07™ (Long Range Precision Rifle) has become our bestselling and most versatile rifle platform. Multiple calibers and barrel lengths from 16” to 22” give
tremendous flexibility. Law Enforcement snipers, Heavy Metal 3-Gunners, varmint hunters and
competitors on the PRS circuit all testify to the LRP’s viability.

CHASSIS

Large-Frame Billet Side-Charge

• Exaggerated magazine well for faster, easier reloads
• Optional forward assist and dust cover
• Numerous personalization options
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LRP-07™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RIFLES

PSC-11™
.223 Wylde

5.56 NATO

300 AAC Blackout

6.5 Grendel

9mm

.22 LR

FIRE
CONTROL

The PSC-11™ is available as an upper assembly to fit any Mil-spec compatible lower assembly.
Complete rifles are available with a forged JP-15™, billet CTR-02™ or billet 9mm GMR-15™ lower
receiver. Select from our suggested pre-configurations or spec your own in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Designed for the all-out tactical market, the PSC-11™ is an all-around improvement on the
traditional forged receiver without sacrifice. The dual charging systems are a natural fit for either
HK or AR operators. This makes the PSC-11™ a duty-ready platform while also serving as a fine
competition upper.

BARRELS

Developed alongside our SCR-11™ competition platform, the PSC-11™ answered the call for a
standalone side-charging upper assembly. Incorporating the operational advantages of our entire
rifle line, the PSC-11™ upper is compatible with any Mil-spec lower.

CHASSIS

Small-Frame Billet Dual-Charge

FEATURES
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed
• Redundant top- and side-charging systems

• No exposure of internals or gas venting through side-charge channel
• Forward assist and dust cover standard

TOOLS

• Improved ergonomics for easier operation and constant
cheek weld while manipulating the action

OPTICS

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)

• Compatibility with any Mil-spec lower receiver
• Numerous personalization options
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PSC-11™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RIFLES

SCR-11™
.223 Wylde

5.56 NATO

300 AAC Blackout

6.5 Grendel

.22 LR

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed

OPTICS

FEATURES

FIRE
CONTROL

The SCR-11™ comes as a complete rifle with all the caliber, barrel, hand guard, metal finishing and
furniture selection as our other small-frame rifles. Select from our suggested pre-configurations
or spec your own in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The SCR’s side-charge system is ideal for competition use where extra leverage and a constant
cheek weld can save critical seconds. Its bigger handle allows for easy access while still folding
cleanly away. As with all our billet lowers, the SCR-11™ also features an exaggerated magazine
well for easier, faster reloads.

BARRELS

The success of the LRP-07™ led to years of requests for a small-frame equivalent; the SCR-11™ was
our response. This side-charge receiver set takes the best parts of the LRP-07™ and the CTR-02™
top-charger. These features make it a premium pick for competition and various hunting sports.

CHASSIS

Small-Frame Billet Side-Charge

• Stylish, billet-cut design

• No exposure of internals or gas venting through side-charge channel

TOOLS

• Improved ergonomics for easier operation and constant
cheek weld while manipulating the action
• Exaggerated magazine well for faster, easier reloads
• Numerous personalization options
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SCR-11™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RIFLES

CTR-02™
.223 Wylde

5.56 NATO

300 AAC Blackout

6.5 Grendel

.22 LR

FIRE
CONTROL

Available as a complete rifle, the CTR-02™ upper receiver will mate any Mil-spec receiver, making an
upper assembly an easy upgrade. Each CTR is assembled from our finest components with a wide
range of barrel, hand guard and finishing options. Select from our suggested pre-configurations or
spec your own in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The CTR-02™ is machined from 7075-T6 aircraft-grade aluminum with distinctive JP receiver
styling. Its signature exaggerated magazine well makes for easier, faster magazine changes. Much
imitated by other billet rifles over the years, the CTR-02™ has yet to be surpassed.

BARRELS

Our Competition Tactical Rifle (CTR-02™) represented an industry milestone for ARs when it was
released over a decade ago. Since then, it’s taken its place in the winner’s circles at many matches
in the hands of the nation´s top shooters. Its reliability and accuracy have become legendary.

CHASSIS

Small-Frame Billet Top-Charge

FEATURES
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed

OPTICS

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)
• Stylish, billet-cut design
• Exaggerated magazine well for faster, easier reloads
• Numerous personalization options

TOOLS

• Easier operation with enlarged tactical latch on top-charge handle
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CTR-02™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RIFLES

JP-15™
.223 Wylde

5.56 NATO

300 AAC Blackout

6.5 Grendel

9mm

.22 LR

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4)
• Sustained sub-MOA accuracy guaranteed

OPTICS

FEATURES

FIRE
CONTROL

A JP-15™ is the easiest way to start shooting a JP rifle with every configuration on the table for
custom builds. Complete upper and lower assemblies are also available. Select from our suggested
pre-configurations and Ready Rifles or spec your own in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Our longest running rifle line, the JP-15™ forged rifle takes the pick of the receiver litter. We
pride ourselves on a high rejection rate for minor cosmetic and machining flaws most other
manufacturers would never notice.

BARRELS

The classic forged receiver set is the essence of the AR platform. Forging makes for the strongest,
lightest and least expensive receivers, but that doesn’t mean a compromise in quality. Every JP15™ is built to the same performance standards as any rifle in our billet lines. It serves equally well
for top competition shooters as for elite military and LE trainers.

CHASSIS

Small-Frame Forged

• Hand-picked 7075 forged receiver set
• Multiple price-competitive offerings

TOOLS

• Easier operation with enlarged tactical latch on top-charge handle
• Numerous personalization options
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JP-15™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

JP-15™ HIGHLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS cont’d

RIFLES

GMR-15™
9mm

• Built with top-of-the-line JP components (see page 4 and 107)

OPTICS

FEATURES

FIRE
CONTROL

The GMR-15™ is available as a dedicated PSC-17™ 9mm upper assembly or complete lower
assembly compatible with any Mil-spec upper receiver. Select from our suggested preconfigurations and Ready Rifles or spec your own in our online rifle builder.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Virtually recoilless, the GMR provides extremely fast sight recovery. It easily achieves 3 MOA
accuracy out to 100 yards with .357 magnum ballistics using a carbine-length barrel. The GMR
was designed around 9mm Glock magazines for sidearm compatibility.

BARRELS

New for 2017, our GMR-15™ blowback-operated 9mm carbine is a dynamic redesign, now
featuring our patented last-round lock back among its many improvements. Paired with our PSC17™ dual-charge dedicated 9mm upper receiver, the GMR-15™ is the new 9mm benchmark.
Highly versatile, the GMR is equally suitable as a competitive PCC, a home defense weapon or a
law enforcement entry carbine.

CHASSIS

Small-Frame Billet 9mm

• New and improved design
• Last round lock back
• Superior 9mm accuracy

TOOLS

• Top-charge or dual-charge upper receiver options
• Reduced concussion and limited over-penetration
• Very low recoil providing fast follow-up shots
• Enhanced mag. well flare and superior mag. catch design for easier handling
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RIFLES

NFA Weapons

CHASSIS

• Short-barreled rifles
• Select-fire weapons

Call or email to discuss your NFA needs.

As part of our retooled Ready Rifle program, JP now offers
SBR Ready Rifle models available in .223, .300 Blackout
and 9mm. With paperwork pre-filed, these SBRs will be
available for much faster delivery than new, custom builds.
We’re also now pleased to offer complete JP Select-Fire
Trigger Installations: our complete suite of fire control
products installed by our technicians for the finest selectfire trigger available.

FIRE
CONTROL

For years, we’ve worked with customers, dealers and agencies
on NFA builds. One-off or multi-weapon orders for SBRs, selectfire rifles and complete suppressor-ready packages, we have
the experience. JP has a Class 2 SOT manufacturer, and filing
NFA Form 2s is old hat for us.

New for 2017:

OPERATING
SYSTEM

With JP, nothing is off the table. Whether for LE/military
agencies, rentable range guns or personal ownership, we’re
interested in your custom NFA business.

BARRELS

• Suppressor packages

OPTICS
TOOLS

JP-15 SBR Ready Rifle
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RIFLES

MR-10™
.308 Win.

The top-quality 3-lug short throw action features a large-knobbed, spiral-fluted bolt for dirt
clearance. A Picatinny top rail, single-stage match trigger and JP Supermatch™ fluted barrel
complete the package.

OPTICS

Complete MR-10™ rifles are available in .308 Winchester ready for immediate shipment with
other calibers available upon request. For a more unique setup, custom colors and finishes are
available on both the barrel and chassis.

FIRE
CONTROL

Our Advanced Modular Chassis System (see page 61) ports over the superior ergonomics
of the AR platform to a bolt action. The AMCS includes a choice of forend (benchrest or
modular), folding Magpul PRS buttstock with adjustable cheek piece and extendable butt
plate, comfortable palm shelf grip and an ambidextrous magazine catch.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The MR-10™ is the melding of two elements:

BARRELS

The redesigned version of our original bolt action, the MOR-07™, the MR-10™ has found its calling
in recent years. The rise of long-range precision matches from Competition Dynamics and the
Precision Rifle Series has given the MR-10™ a chance to shine in the competition world.

CHASSIS

Precision Bolt Action

TOOLS
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C H A S S I S

45

The Semi-Auto Chassis System (SACS) throws open the JP vaults for the discriminating home
builder. Now, every JP receiver is available for your next custom build at a discounted price.

• proper alignment of the hand guard to the receiver
• extremely high rigidity in the hand guard attachment
• unbroken receiver-to-hand guard rail continuity
• matching finish quality for a uniform appearance

Every SACS receiver set is hand-matched for a perfect fitment and comes complete with charging
handle(s) and all proprietary upper/lower components.

TOOLS

We only ask one thing: it can be hard letting our babies out into the world, so send us a photo of
your awesome SACS build, so we can see they’re in good hands.

OPTICS

In other words, the SACS offers all the benefits of a one-piece receiver system with none of the
drawbacks, making it what we call the first “semi-monolothic” system available.

FIRE
CONTROL

• perfect barrel concentricity

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Like all our components, our receivers and MK III Hand Guard System are designed to work best
together. Every SACS provides:

BARRELS

The plan is simple: purchase any hand-matched JP receiver set and an accompanying JP MK III
Hand Guard System (see page 55). All components are 10% off, including any hand guard
accessories, installed fire control and operating system components ordered at the same time.

CHASSIS

Matched Receiver/Hand Guard Packages

RIFLES

Semi-Auto Chassis System
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In addition to stripped receivers, we offer several other chassis products to suit your builds:

For the price of a one-size-fits-all trigger module, you can do better. Start your build off right
with a top-shelf JP-15™ forged lower with a complete JP fire control system. Each LWT is
hand-installed and tuned by one of our gunsmiths.

For the discriminating 9mm carbine builder, our Glock magazine compatible GMR-15™ (see
page 37) receivers will be available mid-2017. Our dedicated 9mm upper kit includes our
9mm EnhancedBolt™ and choice of brass deflector. Lowers include all required bolt catch,
magazine catch and ejector components as well as optional JP fire control package.

TOOLS

Bringing the signature JP side-charge system to the masses, our side-charge builder kits
include a complete JP bolt carrier group and all proprietary charging handle components.
Both large- and small-frame PSC dual-charging uppers available along with our large-frame
LRP-07™ side-charging receiver set.

OPTICS

Side-Charge Builder Kits

FIRE
CONTROL

9mm Builder Kits

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Lowers with Trigger (LWT)

BARRELS

Receivers are the backbone of any rifle build, and you can’t go wrong choosing quality components.
The receivers we sell are the very same ones that go into our high-end rifle builds. Each is
manufactured, machined and finished to our exacting standards.

CHASSIS

Stripped and Builder Kits

RIFLES

Receivers

Custom Cerakote finish options and personalized lasermarking services are also available on all
products that include a lower receiver.
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STRIPPED RECEIVERS
Forged and billet small-frame JP receivers

CTR-02™

JP-15™

Small-Frame Billet Top-Charge

Small-Frame Forged

PART NUMBER

CTR02LR/UR
CTR02UR
CTR02LR
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PART NUMBER

Upper/lower receiver set
Upper receiver
Lower receiver

JP15LRUR
JP15UR
JP15LR

Upper/lower receiver set
Upper receiver
Lower receiver

Upper and lower receivers with proprietary components

Lower receiver with complete JP trigger group

GMR-15™

JP-15™

CHASSIS

LOWER WITH TRIGGER

RIFLES

IN THE WORKS: 9MM BUILDER KITS

BARRELS
OPERATING
SYSTEM
FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

Small-Frame Forged

9mm Billet
OPTION

PART NUMBER

TRIGGER

PULL

JPPSC-URA9
JPGMR15LR-K1
JPGMR15LR-K2
JPGMR15LR-K3

Upper receiver with bolt assembly
Lower receiver stripped
Lower receiver with standard trigger group
Lower receiver with roller trigger group

JP15LWT3.5
JP15LWT3.5T
JP15LWT3.5-R
JP15LWT3.5T-R

Standard
Standard
Roller
Roller

3 - 3.5 lb.
3.5 - 4 lb.
3 - 3.5 lb.
3.5 - 4 lb.

TOOLS

PART NUMBER
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SIDE CHARGE BUILDER KITS
Side-charge capable receivers with complete BCG and proprietary components

PSC-11™

PSC-12™

Small-Frame Billet Dual-Charge
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Large-Frame Billet Dual-Charge

PART NUMBER

OPTION

PART NUMBER

RECEIVER PATTERN

JPPSC-URA2
JPPSC-URA3

JPBC-2 bolt carrier (FMOS™)
JPBC-3 bolt carrier (LMOS™)

JPPSC-URA4
JPPSCKA-URA4

DPMS
Armalite/Knights Armament

RIFLES

MICROFIT TAKEDOWN PINS

CHASSIS

Precision turned with a lustrous QPQ finish, our custom takedown
pins come in standard as well as over- and undersized to provide a
perfect mate for both loose and overly tight receivers.

BARRELS
OPERATING
SYSTEM
FIRE
CONTROL

Large-Frame Billet Side-Charge
OPTION

LRP07LR/URA4
LRP07LR/MURA4

Standard upper receiver
Military upper receiver

PIN TYPE

PROFILE

JPTDP-223-SET
JPTDP-223O-SET
JPTDP-223U-SET
JPTDP-223F
JPTDP-223R
JPTDP-223F-O
JPTDP-223R-O
JPTDP-223F-U
JPTDP-223R-U

JPTDP-308-SET
JPTDP-308O-SET
JPTDP-308U-SET
JPTDP-308F
JPTDP-308R
JPTDP-308F-O
JPTDP-308R-O
JPTDP-308F-U
JPTDP-308R-U

Front/rear set
Front/rear set
Front/rear set
Front pivot
Rear takedown
Front pivot
Rear takedown
Front pivot
Rear takedown

Standard
Oversized
Undersized
Standard
Standard
Oversized
Oversized
Undersized
Undersized

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

PART NUMBER:
LARGE FRAME

OPTICS

LRP-07™

PART NUMBER:
SMALL FRAME
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New this year is our Benchrest Forearm Adapter (see page 95): the perfect tool for bench and
braced shooting. The flat-bottom sled mounts directly to JP hand guards or to the 6:00 rail of any
other make.

• Military-level structural integrity and perfect alignment to bore axis
comparable to monolithic systems
• Barrel nut redesign enabling faster and easier barrel installation/replacement
• Lifetime guarantee on the internal barrel retainer nut

OPTICS

• Monolithic top rail continuity

FIRE
CONTROL

FEATURES

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The MK III Hand Guard System is nearly twenty years in the making. “Rails where you want them,
not where you don’t” has been our hand guard philosophy from the beginning. With customizable
accessory mounting at all eight radial directions, the MK III is the pinnacle of modular design.

BARRELS

Almost every company in the AR market makes a modular hand guard these days. But it was in the
late 90s that we first thought of slotting a piece of rail into the stylish fluting of our free float hand
guards. The first modular hand guard was born.

CHASSIS

The New Original Modular Hand Guard

RIFLES

MK III Hand Guard System

• Easy tube interchangeability with rapid re-indexing
• Readily available 10-32 screws for rail attachment

TOOLS

• Completely customizable rail and accessory placement
• Optimal ergonomics and minimized gas block clearance for both small- and
large-frame models
• Full compatibility with Armalite, Knights Armament and DPMS pattern .308s
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RAPID CONFIGURATION
The RC series tubes make accessorizing effortless by enabling attachment of rails sections and
accessories directly to the hand guard in seconds. The hole pattern of the tube makes for
both a lighter and smaller feel while the knurled finish provides a no-slip hold.
AR-15/M16
PART NUMBER

LENGTH

JPHG3-7M-RC
JPHG3-6M-RC
JPHG3-1M-RC
JPHG3-5M-RC
JPHG3-4M-RC

XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”
Carbine / 7”

DPMS LR-308 / KNIGHTS SR-25 / 2010-11
BUSHMASTER or SIMILAR
PART NUMBER

LENGTH

JPHG3-7D-RC
JPHG3-6D-RC
JPHG3-1D-RC
JPHG3-5D-RC
JPHG3-4D-RC

XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”
Carbine / 7”

ARMALITE / PRE-2010 BUSHMASTER /
RRA AR-10 or SIMILAR
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PART NUMBER

LENGTH

JPHG3-7A-RC
JPHG3-6A-RC
JPHG3-1A-RC
JPHG3-5A-RC
JPHG3-4A-RC

XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”
Carbine / 7”

CHASSIS

The JP Signature series tubes harken back to our original hand guard design. The stylish
fluting is instantly recognizable and allows mounting of rails at any position. The rugged rock
blast finish provides a failsafe grip with bare hands or gloves.

RIFLES

SIGNATURE SERIES

AR-15 / M16
XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”

DPMS LR-308 / KNIGHTS SR-25 / 2010-11
BUSHMASTER or SIMILAR
LENGTH

JPHG3-7D
JPHG3-6D
JPHG3-1D
JPHG3-5D

XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”

LENGTH

JPHG3-7A
JPHG3-6A
JPHG3-1A
JPHG3-5A

XXL / 17.25”
Extra Long / 15.5”
Rifle / 12.5”
Mid / 9.25”

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

ARMALITE / PRE-2010 BUSHMASTER /
RRA AR-10 or SIMILAR

FIRE
CONTROL

PART NUMBER

OPERATING
SYSTEM

LENGTH

JPHG3-7M
JPHG3-6M
JPHG3-1M
JPHG3-5M

BARRELS

PART NUMBER
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MODULAR RAIL

SLING MOUNT

PART NUMBER

OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPTR-L
JPTR-LRC
JPTR-S
JPTR-SRC

4” with backer plate
4” without backer plate
2” with backer plate
2” without backer plate

JPHG-SM
JPHG-SM-RC

With backer plate
Without backer plate

12:00 RAIL
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PART NUMBER

LENGTH

JPTR-XL
JPTR-R
JPTR-M
JPTR-FS

Extra Long | 14.5”
Rifle | 12”
Mid | 9”
Front Sight | 2”

RIFLES
CHASSIS

BENCHREST FOREARM ADAPTER

LENGTH

PART NUMBER

JPROS-L
JPROS

4”
2”

JPHG-BFA

OPERATING
SYSTEM

PART NUMBER

FIRE
CONTROL

MK III HAND GUARD RAIL and ACCESSORY COMPATIBILITY
RAPID CONFIGURATION

12:00

JPTR-XL (14.5” Rail)
JPTR-R (12” Rail)
JPTR-M (9” Rail)
JPTR-FS (2” Rail)

JPTR-XL (14.5” Rail)
JPTR-R (12” Rail)
JPTR-M (9” Rail)
JPTR-FS (2” Rail)

6:00

JPTR-LRC (4” Rail)
JPTR-SRC (2” Rail)
JPHGB-RC (Brace)
JPHG-SM-RC (QD Mount)

JPTR-LRC (4” Rail)
JPTR-SRC (2” Rail)
JPHGB-RC (Brace)
JPHG-SM-RC (QD Mount)

3:00
9:00
45°

JPTR-L (4” Rail)
JPTR-S (2” Rail)
JPHGB (Brace)
JPHG-SM (QD Mount)

JPTR-LRC (4” Rail)
JPTR-SRC (2” Rail)
JPHGB-RC (Brace)
JPHG-SM-RC (QD Mount)

BARRICADE BRACE
PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPHGB
JPHGB-RC

With backer plate
Without backer plate

TOOLS

SIGNATURE

OPTICS

POSITION

BARRELS

RAIL OFFSET ADAPTER
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FEATURES

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The design goal of the AMCS was to create a bolt gun with the superior ergonomics of the ARs we
enjoy. To that end, we’ve achieved the most linear impulse feel, reduced muzzle rise, and overall
most comfortable to shoot and handle chassis available.

BARRELS

The Advanced Modular Chassis System is the backbone of our MR-10™ platform and available
for your existing Remington 700 or Savage short action. Machined from 6061-T6 aircraft-grade
aluminum, the AMCS is rugged, versatile platform for long-range competition, hunting or duty use.

CHASSIS

Ergonomic Bolt Action Chassis System

RIFLES

Advanced Modular Chassis

• Magpul PRS stock with adjustable length and cheek piece
• Ambidextrous, extended magazine release engageable without dismount
• Compatibility with AR-15-style optic mounts

FIRE
CONTROL

• Foldable, lockable stock arm for convenient carry and storage

• Comfortable palm shelf grip
• Custom Cerakote finish available

PLATFORM

JP AMCS-REM2MB-LK
JP AMCS-SAV2MB-LK

Remington 700 Short Action
Savage Short Action

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

• Compatibility with AI-style magazines
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B A R R E L

63
63

RIFLES

Supermatch™

CHASSIS

Barrels and Barrel Kits

FEATURES
• Air-gauged to ensure minimal bore runout for peak accuracy
• Cryogenically treated for superior performance and longevity
• Passage through exacting inspection and rejection process
• Optimized Barrel Extension (p. 71) on all large-frame calibers
• Nearly full-line compatibility with JP Thermal Dissipator™ (p. 73)

HIGH-GRADE POLISH
Polished finish to the same level as
our complete rifles or barrel kits
TACFIN
Non-reflective, matte-blasted gray
finish
BLACK TEFLON®
Uniform low-shine black coating

TOOLS

• Constant revision of configurations for accuracy

LIGHT POLISH
Uniform brushed finish removing
most blemishes and machine marks

OPTICS

• Head-spaced EnhancedBolt™ (p. 89) included with all barrels and barrel kits

MACHINE FINISH
Unpolished, “as-machined” finish

FIRE
CONTROL

Our Supermatch™ Barrel Kits take it a step further by including your choice of muzzle treatment
and adjustable gas block all preassembled. Barrel kits come polished to our high-grade finish with
seamless blending of the muzzle device with compatible components. Complete barrel kits make
for a significant savings versus their individual components.

BARREL FINISH OPTIONS

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The cryogenic treatment every barrel receives is the essential ingredient. It results in dramatically
improved cold bore shot predictability, minimum thermal drift, outstanding accuracy and extended
barrel life. We were the first and somehow still one of the only manufacturers to spec this process.

BARRELS

The same 416 stainless barrels used in every one of our rifle builds, Supermatch™ barrels are the
industry benchmark. Each is lead-lapped, air-gauged and button-rifled, resulting in outstanding
performance. Our .223 barrels will run tens of thousands of rounds while retaining sub-MOA
accuracy or better.
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SUPERMATCH™ BARRELS
.223 WYLDE
PART NUMBER

JPSM223-14.5UL8M
JPSM223-14.5L8M
JPSM223-16UL8M
JPSM223-16L8M
JPSM223-18L8R
JPSM223-18M8R
JPSM223-20M8R
JPSM223-22M8R

BARREL KIT OPTIONS
CONTOUR

Length

14.5”
14.5”
16”
16”
18”
18”
20”
22”

Ultralight

•
•

Light

Medium

TWIST
Heavy

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

1:8

GAS TUBE

1:11.25

Pistol

Mid

•
•
•
•

COMP SIZE
Rifle

XL

Small

Large

GAS SYSTEM
.750

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

.936

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

6.5 GRENDEL
JPSM6.5G-18L8R
JPSM6.5G-22M8R

18”
22”

•

16”

•

•

.300 AAC BLACKOUT
JPSM300BLK-16L8P

•

•

.308 WINCHESTER
JPSM308-14UL11M
JPSM308-16L11M
JPSM308-18L11R
JPSM308-20M11R
JPSM308-20H11R
JPSM308-22M11XL

14.5”
16”
18”
20”
20”
22”

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

.260 REMINGTON
JPSM260-22L8XL

20”

•

•

6.5 CREEDMOOR
JPSM6.5C-22M8XL

22”

•

•

22”
22”

•
•

•
•

6mm CREEDMOOR
JPSM6C-22M8R
JPSM6C-22M8XL
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•

BARREL EXTENSION

RIFLES

.22 LR BARREL KIT

CHASSIS
BARRELS

PART NUMBER

LENGTH

CONTOUR

TWIST

MATERIAL

JPSM22-18L16

18”

.740 straight

1:16

416R Stainless

5.56 NATO BARRELS

JPBX-308

OPTICS

PART NUMBER

FIRE
CONTROL

Unimpressed by the standard .308 extensions
on the market, we opted to make our own and
do it right. This new design achieves a 35%
increased lifespan and endures 20% higher
ultimate failure loads. Optimized geometry
yields easier operation while superior finishing
eliminates the need for remedial polishing.
This barrel extension is used on all large-frame
barrels we sell.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Used in our .22 LR builds, this 416 stainless barrel kit has everything required for your
own rimfire project: a reciprocating .22 LR bolt assembly and special charging handle.

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

LENGTH

CONTOUR

TWIST

GAS TUBE LENGTH

MATERIAL

FINISH

JPSM556-10.5L7C
JPSM556-14.5L8M

10.5”
14.5”

Light
Light

1:7
1:8

Carbine
Mid

416R Stainless
Chrome Moly

Stainless
Mag. Phosphate
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RIFLES

Erosion of the barrel occurs most in the 2-3 inches in front of
the chamber thanks to localized heat buildup. The Thermal
Dissipator™ disperses this heat faster, spreading it uniformly
along the barrel. Particularly under sustained fire, this means
drastically reduced erosion, not to mention easier handling.

OPTION

5.750”

Black | Silver | Orange fade

PART NUMBER

LENGTH

OPTION

JPTD650S
JPTD650L

6.125”
8.375”

Black | Silver | Red | Gold | Blue | Orange fade
Black | Silver | Red | Gold | Blue | Orange fade

PART NUMBER

LENGTH

OPTION

JPTD750S
JPTD750L
JPTD750XL

4.875”
7.375”
9.450”

Black | Silver | Red | Gold | Blue | Orange fade
Black | Silver | Red | Gold | Blue | Orange fade
Black | Silver | Red | Gold | Blue | Orange fade

.650 ID

.750 ID

TOOLS

LENGTH

JPTD500S

OPTICS

PART NUMBER

FIRE
CONTROL

.500 ID

OPERATING
SYSTEM

A signature JP component, the Thermal Dissipator™ is more
than just flair. Just like the heat sinks that keep a computer
CPU from burning out, a 700% increase in barrel surface area
greatly extends barrel life. Your entire upper will be ready for
replacement before you ever need to think about rebarrelling.

BARRELS

Barrel Heat Sinks

CHASSIS

Thermal Dissipator™
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The advantages of a good muzzle device can’t be overestimated:

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Today, we have a full line of muzzle devices to suit any purpose. These range from our original
Recoil Eliminator to our dual lines of stylish JP Compensators. We’ve also added a comparable line
of Tactical Series comps for .223 and 9mm and Flash Suppressors with outstanding performance.

BARRELS

The single best rifle improvement to reduce recoil is the addition of a quality compensator. JP cut
its teeth on our “tank brake” over twenty years ago—the first product we ever produced. With
more than twenty years of recoil reduction experience and innovation to our name, JP should be
on your muzzle.

CHASSIS

Compensators, Flash Suppressors and Attachment

RIFLES

Muzzle Treatments

• Drastic reduction in recoil impulse
• Reduced muzzle rise

FIRE
CONTROL

• Improved sight recovery
• Faster follow-up shots

Alongside our Jam Nuts, we’ve also debuted our patented Double Crush Washers, offering a
smooth, consistent crush and auto-centering. Now included with most of our muzzle treatments,
this superior design will take the pain away from your next comp installation.

TOOLS

New to our compensator line in the last year is our 3-port Competition Series, available in
both steel and titanium. With increased baffle surfaces and better thrust balance comes more
compensation, hence smoother shooting and increased recoil reduction. These comps will also
allow for shorter overall barrel lengths in pin-and-weld configurations.

OPTICS

• Reduced physical strain from sustained fire
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LARGE PROFILE SERIES

RECOIL ELIMINATOR
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PART NUMBER:
BLACK OXIDE

PART NUMBER:
STAINLESS STEEL

TPI

ATTACHMENT

EXIT HOLE

JPRE-2B

JPRE-2S

1/2-28

.281

JPRE-2T

-

1/2-28

JPRE-324B
JPRE-412B
JPRE-424B
JPRE-428B
JPRE-9B

JPRE-324S
JPRE-412S
JPRE-424S
JPRE-428S
JPRE-9S

5/8-24
1/2-28
5/8-24
5/8-28
3/4-28

.750 OD
.750 tapered
to .605 OD
.750 OD
.875 OD
.875 OD
.875 OD
1.000 OD

.281
.350
.281
.350
.281
.281

PART NUMBER:
BLACK OXIDE

PART NUMBER:
STAINLESS STEEL

TPI

ATTACHMENT

EXIT HOLE

JPTRE-5.12B.875
JPTRE-5.12B.925
JPTRE-5.58B.750
JPTRE-5.58B.875
JPTRE-5.58B.925

JPTRE-5.12S.875
JPTRE-5.12S.925
JPTRE-5.58S.750
JPTRE-5.58S.875
JPTRE-5.58S.925

1/2-28
1/2-28
5/8-24
5/8-24
5/8-24

.875 OD
.925 OD
.750 OD
.875 OD
.925 OD

.281
.281
.350
.350
.350

RIFLES

COMPETITION SERIES

CHASSIS

PART NUMBER:
TITANIUM

TPI

ATTACHMENT

EXIT HOLE

JPTRE3-2B
JPTRE3-236B
JPTRE3-324B
JPTRE3-412B
JPTRE3-424B

JPTRE3-2S
JPTRE3-236S
JPTRE3-324S
JPTRE3-412S
JPTRE3-424S

JPTRE3-2TI
JPTRE3-324TI
-

1/2-28
1/2-36
5/8-24
1/2-28
5/8-24

.750 OD
.750 OD
.750 OD
.875 OD
.875 OD

.281
.406 (9mm)
.350
.281
.350

OPERATING
SYSTEM

PART NUMBER:
STAINLESS STEEL

BARRELS

PART NUMBER:
BLACK OXIDE

FIRE
CONTROL

TACTICAL

TPI

ATTACHMENT

EXIT HOLE

JPTC-556
JPTC-9MM

1/2-28
1/2-36

.875 OD
.850 OD

.281
.406 (9mm)

PART NUMBER

TPI

ATTACHMENT

EXIT HOLE

JPFH-556L
JPFH-762L

1/2-28
5/8-24

.850 OD
.850 OD

.281
.350

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

TACTICAL SERIES COMPENSATOR

FLASH HIDER
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ATTACHMENT

THREAD PROTECTORS

PART NUMBER

TPI

SIZE

JP1/2X28 .750B
JP1/2X28 .875B
JP1/2X28 .920B
JP5/8X24 .750B
JP5/8X24 .875B
JP5/8X24 .920B

1/2-28
1/2-28
1/2-28
5/8-24
5/8-24
5/8-24

.750 OD
.875 OD
.920 OD
.750 OD
.875 OD
.920 OD

DOUBLE CRUSH WASHERS
PART NUMBER

FINISH

TPI

ATTACHMENT

JPCW12B.750
JPCW58B.750
JPCW12S.750
JPCW58S.750

Matte black
Matte black
Stainless steel
Stainless steel

1/2-28
5/8-24
1/2-28
5/8-24

.750 OD
.750 OD
.750 OD
.750 OD

JAM NUTS
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PART NUMBER:
MATTE BLACK

PART NUMBER:
STAINLESS STEEL

TPI

ATTACHMENT

JPJN.12B.750
JPJN.12B.875
JPJN.12B.925
JPJN.58B.750
JPJN.58B.875
JPJN.58B.925

JPJN.12S.750
JPJN.12S.875
JPJN.12S.925
JPJN.58S.750
JPJN.58S.875
JPJN.58S.925

1/2-28
1/2-28
1/2-28
5/8-28
5/8-28
5/8-28

.750 OD
.875 OD
.925 OD
.750 OD
.875 OD
.925 OD

RIFLES
CHASSIS

PART 1: THE COMPENSATOR

TOOLS

Bottleneck rifle cartridges reap the most benefit from an efficient muzzle brake. The greater the
case capacity relative to the payload, the more effective the brake becomes. The more volume
and pressure acting on the compensator, the more dramatic its effect.

OPTICS

A good compensator will balance forces or muzzle rise but not overcome them and thereby
generate a downward force on the muzzle. The larger the profile of the compensator, the more
effective it is.

FIRE
CONTROL

Compensators present baffle surfaces beyond the muzzle while allowing the bullet to pass
through. The escaping gases impact upon these baffles upon exiting the muzzle creating forward
thrust. This thrust then partially counteracts the rearward impulse of the gun firing. The gases
are directing out to the sides and upward to partially offset the muzzle rise.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

JP’s very first product was our Recoil Eliminator, so effective that competitions changed their rules
to disallow it. Compensators like the Recoil Eliminator make the biggest independent difference
in recoil reduction compared to any other component.

BARRELS

Eliminating or countering the recoil impulse is a never-ending quest. Less recoil means less
movement in the rifle. Not only does that save wear-and-tear on the shooter over time, it makes
him faster and more accurate. Less movement means faster recovery of his sight picture and
faster follow-up shots without sacrificing accuracy.

Part 2: Page 83
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O P E R A T I N G
S Y S T E M

79
79

RIFLES

Gas Blocks

CHASSIS

Lockable, Adjustable

BARRELS

A traditional fixed gas block is trying to be a one-size-fits-all solution. But different barrels,
operating system components, muzzle treatments like suppressors and different ammo leads
every rifle to function uniquely. The drawback to treating them all the same is thousands of overgassed rifles with needlessly high bolt slam. That equates to greater movement in the rifle and felt
recoil for the shooter.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

To achieve the best performance from a rifle, it’s necessary to tune it. As the originators of
the Adjustable Gas System, we long ago recognized this truth and have put the issue to bed.
Our various gas block offerings allow you to tune the operation of your rifle to perfectly suit its
components and the particular loads you’re shooting. You can always run the system wide open
for absolute reliability or shut it off completely for manual operation.

FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

New to our lineup this year are several click-adjustable detent models. Like our locking set screw
feature, these models completely prevent any migration of your gas setting. We’ve also expanded
our split-clamp block offerings to allow easier installations and upgrades on barrels with fixed
muzzle devices. These two-piece, minimized models are now available for gas block journals of
.750 (JPGS-9D), .875 (JPGS-10D) and soon .936.

TOOLS

.750 FRONT SIGHT
PART NUMBER

MATERIAL

JPGS-2FS

QPQ stainless
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.875 MINIMIZED

.750 MINIMIZED
PART NUMBER

MATERIAL

SPECIAL

PART NUMBER

MATERIAL

SPECIAL

JPGS-5B
JPGS-5S
JPGS-9D

QPQ steel
Stainless steel
QPQ steel

Detent adjustable split clamp

JPGS-10D

QPQ steel

Detent Adjustable

.750 STEP VALVE (.308 only)
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.936 MINIMIZED

PART NUMBER

MATERIAL

PART NUMBER

MATERIAL

JPGS-6

Black stainless steel

JPGS-8

Anodized aluminum

RIFLES
CHASSIS

PART 2: THE GAS SYSTEM

OPTICS

In terms of overall recoil reduction, adding an adjustable gas system is second only to the
compensator itself.

FIRE
CONTROL

An Adjustable Gas System allows tuning of the operational gas in the system, which varies
between different ammunitions. You can restrict the operational gas to the point where it cycles
the action reliably without forcefully bottoming out the buffer. The less energy these components
have while cycling, the less movement they impart to the rifle and the shooter.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Like many self-loading rifles, an AR operates by redirecting some of the gases in the barrel. These
are funneled through the gas block back into the operating system. The force of these gases then
cycles the action. Fixed gas blocks provide preset gas flow that drives the bolt carrier backwards
into the buffer components with excessive force. The bottoming out of the buffer in the buffer
tube is called the bolt slamming effect, and it’s a major component of the recoil impulse.

BARRELS

While a compensator will cut a large chunk out of the rifle’s recoil, the remainder requires finesse
to manage. Much of the recoil impulse comes from the cycling movement of the parts within the
rifle. Improving upon this means a focus on the operating system components.

TOOLS

Part 3: Page 99
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FEATURES

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Superior material, improved design and machining, top-of-the-line surface treatment and
improved subcomponents. These are what make the EnhancedBolt™ the best and last bolt
assembly you’ll ever need.

BARRELS

We’ve spent years persistently upgrading and augmenting our alternative to the Mil-spec bolt. To
that end, we opted for the same SAE 9310 stainless steel used in Formula 1 transmission gears.
The result is a component that excels at full-auto stress tests with an extreme life expectancy.

CHASSIS

Bolt Assemblies and Components

RIFLES

EnhancedBolt™

• Extreme heat and wear resistance under stress
• Improved lug geometry for reduced wear and easier locking/unlocking
• Reinforced cam pin band (.223, 6.5G, 6.8 SPC II) eliminates the most common breakage

• Enhanced Extractor (6.5G, .308) eliminates extractor-related failures in case extraction

OPTICS

• Precision-ground Enhanced Gas Ring produces perfect gas seal, virtually eliminates
friction and sheds carrier fouling

FIRE
CONTROL

• Near-frictionless Chromium nitride PVD coating

TOOLS
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SMALL FRAME

BOLT ASSEMBLY

BOLT ASSEMBLY

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

JPEB-223
JPEB-6.5G
JPEB-6.8SPCII

.223
6.5 Grendel
6.8 SPC II

JPEB-308
JPEB-308HP

.308
.308 High Pressure

BOLT COMPLETION
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LARGE FRAME

BOLT COMPLETION

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

JPBC-EB223
JPBC-EB6.5G
JPBC-EB6.8SPCII

.223
6.5 Grendel
6.8 SPC II

JPBC-EB308
JPBC-EB308HP

.308
.308 High Pressure

RIFLES

BOLT COMPLETION

CHASSIS
BARRELS

FIRING PIN RETAINING PIN

CALIBER

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

JPEB6.5G-EX
JPEB-308EX

6.5 Grendel
.308

JPFPRP-223
JPFPRP-308

.223
.308

JPEGR-223
JPEGR-308

.223
.308

ENHANCED GAS RING

FIRE
CONTROL

HIGH PRESSURE BOLT

OPTICS

The AR platform was never designed specifically to handle the higher pressures of the .308,
let alone calibers like .260 Remington, 6.5 and 6mm Creedmoor, etc. Function failures in
these rifles are much higher as a result.
The solution is the High Pressure EnhancedBolt™, which enables reliable function with any
large-frame caliber and a virtual elimination of pressure-induced malfunctions and wear.
Because of this, the HP is our default choice for all our large-caliber rifles, uppers and barrels.

• Reduced firing pin mass improves lock time and ignition reliability
• Backwards compatible with .308 bolt components aside from firing pin

TITANIUM FIRING PIN
PART NUMBER

CALIBER

JPFP-223T
JPFP-308T

.223
.308

TOOLS

• Near complete elimination of primer flow, ejection smear, extraction issues
and pierced primers

OPERATING
SYSTEM

ENHANCED EXTRACTOR
PART NUMBER

87
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There’s no such thing as “one size fits all” in AR operating systems.

FIRE
CONTROL

FEATURES

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Excess gas and higher fouling can easily push suppressed rifles outside their operational window.
The VMOS™ compensates for all encumbering factors, providing additional reciprocating mass
that ensures reliable function. Particularly in systems without an adjustable gas block, this level
of control feels like liberation.

BARRELS

While we pioneered the tunable operating system with our Adjustable Gas System, for difficult
setups like suppressed rifles and exotic calibers, some degree of mass regulation is needed.
Using the same weights as our Silent Captured Springs the Variable Mass Operating System
enables mass tunability and improved buffering of your operating system in these highly
demanding applications.

CHASSIS

Variable Mass Operating System

RIFLES

VMOS™

• Enhanced operating system tunability for guaranteed reliability in difficult configurations
• Slower wear and longer lifespan thanks to 100% increase in bearing surfaces over
standard carriers

OPTICS

• Reciprocating mass overcomes all fouling buildup

• Extremely smooth cycling with proper lubrication
TOOLS

• Longer Mil-spec cocking pad for highest reliability
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IN THE WORKS: SMALL FRAME

LARGE FRAME

Coming later this year, the small-frame VMOS™
carrier and BCG will be available for suppressed .223
and similar caliber setups.

The large-frame steel model features the same enhanced geometry
and lubricious QPQ coating as our existing carrier lineup for
exceptionally smooth cycling. The aluminum version is big brother
to our ULMOS™ small-frame carrier for the supreme game gunner.

BLACK QPQ STEEL

BLACK QPQ STEEL

PART NUMBER

OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPBC-6H

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: .223, 6.5G or 6.8 SPC II EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard or titanium

JPBC-7
JPBC-7H2

Standard carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Heavy carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Standard carrier group
Bolt: Standard or HP EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard, titanium or HP
Heavy carrier group
Bolt: Standard or HP EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard, titanium or HP

JPBC-6HA

JPBC-7A

JPBC-7H2A
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RIFLES
CHASSIS
BARRELS
OPERATING
SYSTEM
FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

ALUMINUM
OPTION

JPBC-8
JPBC-8H2

Standard carrier with EGR and titanium firing pin
Heavy carrier with EGR and titanium firing pin
Standard carrier group
Bolt: Standard EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Titanium
Heavy carrier group
Bolt: Standard EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Titanium

JPBC-8A

JPBC-8H2A

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

Photo courtesy of Erik B.
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RIFLES

LMOS™
FEATURES
• Increased bolt velocity and reduced rifle movement
• Faster sight recovery and follow-up shots
• Slower wear and longer lifespan thanks to 100% increase
in bearing surfaces over standard carriers
• Longer Mil-spec cocking pad for highest reliability

Each aluminum carrier includes our Enhanced Gas Ring for perfect
bore-to-gas seal fitment and minimized friction. Also included is
our titanium firing pin to eliminate slamfires at higher velocities.
OPTION

JPBC-1

Carrier with EGR and titanium firing pin
Carrier group
Bolt: .223 EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Titanium

JPBC-1A

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

Lighter even than titanium, our aluminum Ultra Low Mass Carrier
is the lightest .223 bolt carrier available. Your competition .223
will feel like a .22 at your next event.

FIRE
CONTROL

ALUMINUM

OPERATING
SYSTEM

• Extremely smooth cycling with proper lubrication

BARRELS

AR shooters are very conscientious about weight, especially 3-Gunners. Our Low
Mass Operating System carriers shave two ounces or more (by model) out of
your rifle. An LMOS™ carrier also contributes a significant improvement to the
felt recoil impulse of the rifle. The smoother more even handling of the rifle is
instantly noticeable.

CHASSIS

Low Mass Operating System
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SMALL FRAME STEEL
Our steel LMOS™ carriers have all the durability of a Mil-spec carrier with a 2 oz.
savings. The JPBC-3 series is available in either a rock-hard black QPQ finish with
remarkable natural lubricity or a gleaming, high-polished stainless.

BLACK QPQ
OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPBC-3

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: .223, 6.5G or 6.8 SPC II EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard or titanium

JPBC-3SP

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: .223, 6.5G or 6.8 SPC II EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard or titanium

JPBC-3A
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POLISHED STAINLESS

PART NUMBER

JPBC-3SPA

RIFLES

LARGE FRAME STEEL

CHASSIS

Our large-frame LMOS™ carriers are an all-around improvement over standard .308
options with a 4.5 oz. weight savings. The JPBC-4 series runs just as well in the LE
sniper rifles we build as in our game guns. Like the small-frame JPBC-3 carriers, they
are available in QPQ or stainless and now include enhanced forward assist serrations.

BARRELS
OPERATING
SYSTEM
FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

BLACK QPQ

POLISHED STAINLESS
OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPBC-4

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: Standard or HP EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard, titanium or HP

JPBC-4SP

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: Standard or HP EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard, titanium or HP

JPBC-4A

JPBC-4SPA

TOOLS

PART NUMBER
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RIFLES

FMOS™

CHASSIS

Full Mass Operating System
For certain applications, heavier is better.

BARRELS

Our full-mass 416 stainless carriers start with a superior design. A 100% increase in the carrier’s
bearing surfaces results not only in reduced receiver wear but smoother overall operation. The JP
signature is a rifle that feels like it’s cycling on ball bearings.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

All models use the longer Mil-spec cocking pad to ensure optimal reliability. Each also receives our
rock-hard QPQ finish, which drastically reduces wear while providing high natural lubricity.

Available as a carrier or complete BCG, the JPBC-5 works with DPMSpattern components. Each carrier includes our Enhanced Gas Ring for
perfect bore-to-gas seal fitment and reduced friction.
OPTION

JPBC-5

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: Standard or HP EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard, titanium or HP

JPBC-5A

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

At 15.3 oz., the large-frame FMOS™ is designed for systems in need
of more mass regulation. This includes systems like suppressed rifles,
SBRs, rifles without adjustable gas systems, etc. that require additional
cycling delay. The JPBC-5 effectively widens the operational window
for these platforms.

FIRE
CONTROL

LARGE FRAME
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SMALL FRAME
Designed for the uncompromised reliability needed for duty or home defense use,
our small-frame FMOS™ are a dramatic improvement over standard offerings.
Carriers and complete BCGs are available in both semi- and full-auto versions.

SEMI-AUTO
OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPBC-2

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: .223, 6.5G or 6.8 SPC II EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard or titanium

JPBC-16

Carrier with Enhanced Gas Ring
Carrier group
Bolt: .223, 6.5G or 6.8 SPC II EnhancedBolt™
Firing Pin: Standard or titanium

JPBC-2A
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FULL AUTO

PART NUMBER

JPBC-16A

RIFLES
CHASSIS

PART 3: THE BOLT CARRIER

OPTICS

This performance can come at a cost. In small-frame rifles, particularly with our ULMOS
aluminum carrier, the reduction in momentum is very significant. This can reduce reliability as
the lower mass may lack the momentum to overcome dirt and debris. This carrier in particular is
recommended for competition use only.

FIRE
CONTROL

Because the bolt carrier’s mass oscillates within the receiver—literally throwing itself backwards
and forwards—its mass is significant. Reducing that mass by switching to one of our LMOS™
carriers is the third piece of the recoil management puzzle.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

By taking mass out of the carrier in our Low Mass Operating System designs, the rifle’s cyclic rate
is faster than with a heavier character. At the same time, it lowers the momentum in the stroke.
This means a faster, lighter stroke that is less noticeable by the shooter.

BARRELS

Moving the bolt carrier assembly to cycle the rifle is the principle task of the operational gases.
The first key piece of mass in the operating system, its design plays a major part in the rifle’s felt
operation.

TOOLS

Part 4: Page 103
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FEATURES

• Near elimination of cycling friction
• Complete tunability of system with alternative
components
• Nearly universal compatibility with all AR platforms and
components

FIRE
CONTROL

The new and improved second generation redesign of the SCS uses an aluminum
guide rod for a 2 oz. reduction in the weight of the unit. Conversions are also easier
thanks to the individual SCS masses of the SCS now exactly corresponding to the
internal masses of heavier H2 and H3 buffers.

• Near elimination of cycling noise and vibration

New in the last year, extra short SCS models are available for both gas-operated
ARs and 9mm blowbacks system. These models are designed specifically to fit the
Maxim Defense CQB sub-carbine buttstock.

EXTRA SHORT (5.65”)

PART NUMBER

OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPSCS2-15
JPSCS2-15H2
JPSCS2-9MM

Standard mass
Heavy tungsten mass
9mm carbine

JPSCS2-10
JPSCS2-10H2

Standard mass
Heavy tungsten mass

JPSCS2-XS
JPSCS2-XS-H
JPSCS2-XS-9MM

Standard mass
Heavy tungsten mass
9mm carbine

TOOLS

LARGE FRAME

OPTICS

Available as individual units, the SCS can also be purchased as a builder kit with
multiple alternative rate springs for more precise tuning. See our online selection
guide to determine which SCS is suited to your platform.

SMALL FRAME

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Still, the SCS does not sacrifice hard function for feel-good operation. With
both standard steel and heavy tungsten versions available, the SCS is capable of
eliminating bolt bounce in any AR system.

• Softened recoil, both felt and actual
BARRELS

The patented Silent Captured Spring system is the inevitable evolution of AR
buffer systems. Its significant improvements to feel and function complete the
ball-bearing smoothness of operation JP rifles are known for.

CHASSIS

Smooth, Refined Buffering

RIFLES

Silent Captured Spring
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BUILDER KIT

ALTERNATIVE COMPONENTS

AR-15
PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPSCS2-15K
JPSCS2-15K-H2

Standard mass
Heavy tungsten mass

AR-10
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ALTERNATE RATE SPRINGS
PART NUMBER

COMPATIBILITY

JPSCS-PACK15
JPSCS-PACK10

For JPSCS2-15/H (5 springs)
For JPSCS2-10/H (3 springs)

MASSES

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPSCS2-10K
JPSCS2-10K-H2

Standard mass
Heavy tungsten mass

PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPSCS2-HM
JPSCS2-SM

Heavy tungsten
Standard steel

RIFLES
TOOLS

Lowering the weight of the components and the overall friction in the system reduces resistance.
Lower resistance means less energy required for the system to function. Reduced energy is
reduced recoil, which is your goal, just like it’s always been ours.

OPTICS

As with our LMOS™ carriers, the SCS also takes weight out of the operating system. Yet, it doesn’t
sacrifice the deadblow effect necessary to overcome bolt bounce and ensure proper function.
This is why a properly configured SCS poses no reliability threat to even a critical duty rifle.

FIRE
CONTROL

The utility of the Silent Captured Spring is that it allows tuning of the buffer system. This means
dialing in a more precise, balanced cycle specific to your exact configuration and ammunition
selection. Balancing the forward and rearward velocity of the operating system is key to
minimizing the impulse transmitted to the shooter. As with any performance gain, the trade-off
comes in less excess energy to overcome resistance in feeding and chambering a round.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

The buffer spring regulates how much energy from the cycling is stored to be reapplied in the
counterstroke. As with standard carriers, standard buffer components err on reliability at the
expense of performance.

BARRELS

Along with the gas block, the buffer components control the velocity of the operating system.
Both the buffer weight and spring rate affect the resistance encountered by the bolt carrier group
during cycling. They also affect how fast and hard the counterstroke is that drives the rifle back
into battery.

CHASSIS

PART 4: THE SILENT CAPTURED SPRING
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CHASSIS

Quiet, Low-Friction Cycling

RIFLES

Polished Buffer Springs

BARRELS

The “spoon over a cheese grater” from the AR’s buffer tube has long been one of the platform’s
blemishes. Even before we developed our Silent Captured Spring, we were working on this
problem. Instead of polishing the interior of the buffer tube itself, a higher-grade spring proved a
great solution.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Our polished buffer springs are centerless ground with a highly polished outside diameter.
Available for any AR platform, they are a great way to dramatically cut noise and friction at an
affordable price.

FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

AR-10

PART NUMBER

EXTENSION TUBE

PART NUMBER

EXTENSION TUBE

JPS-OSR
JPS-OSC

Rifle
Carbine

JPS-OSR.308
JPS-OSC.308

Rifle
Carbine

TOOLS

AR-15
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RIFLES

9mm Components
COMPENSATORS

Bolt Assembly

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Our 9mm bolt weighs in at a full 9 oz. heavier than our leading competitor.
Like our bolt carriers, it receives a rock-hard, high-lubricity nitride finish and
features a tighter firing pin channel for reduced pin wear.

FIRE
CONTROL

Silent Captured Spring
Using multiple tungsten weights, the SCS unit is the key to the extreme
deadblow effect of this operating system. This results in improved reliability
and accuracy along with reduced stroke length for a faster firing impulse.
PART NUMBER

OPTION

JPTRE3-236B
JPTRE3-236S
JPTC-9MM

Black oxide competition
Stainless steel competition
Tactical

PART NUMBER

LENGTH

CONTOUR

TWIST

MATERIAL

FINISH

JPSM9-10.5L10
JPSM9-14.5L10
JPSM9-16L10

10.5”
14.5”
16”

Light
Light
Light

1:10
1:10
1:10

416R Stainless
416R Stainless
416R Stainless

Stainless or Black Teflon
Stainless or Black Teflon
Stainless or Black Teflon

PART NUMBER

COMPONENT

JPBC-9MMA
JPBC-9MM-SCS
JPSCS2-9MM
JPSCS2-XS-9MM

Bolt assembly
Bolt assembly and SCS bundle
Silent Captured Spring (std.)
Silent Captured Spring (XS)

TOOLS

OPERATING SYSTEM

9mm SUPERMATCH™ BARRELS

OPTICS

Our JP-designed 9mm compensators and barrels are also available to flesh out your
complete 9mm builds.

BARRELS

When designing our original 9mm carbine, we knew that existing internal
components wouldn’t meet our standards. We knew we would have to design our
own. The result was our proprietary 9mm bolt and SCS spring—the heaviest, most
reliable 9mm system available.

CHASSIS

Blowback OS, Comps and Barrels
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Photo courtesy of Erik B.

F I R E
C O N T R O L
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Fire Control
Trigger Packages and Components
Following our original Recoil Eliminator, the JP trigger is the product that made
our reputation. The classic JP trigger is the longest-lasting, best-selling trigger kit in
the industry. For years, it has been used as an upgrade fire control package in the
rifles of several manufacturers.
Our FC components feature optimal metallurgy, machining and finishing to ensure
the quality of our signature JP trigger pull. An extremely short reset of the hammer
ensures a durable relationship between components. The complete absence of
take-up and overtravel and an incredibly short reset strike the perfect compromise
between precision and speed.

CLASSIC TRIGGER KIT

Original Trigger Kits
Our classic JP trigger kit, these components provide a customizable trigger
setup with only minimal gunsmithing. At a price dramatically lower than even
the least expensive modules, the value is obvious. Multiple spring weights
available to suit your application.
EZ Trigger Kits
The EZ Trigger kit includes our full suite of fire control components developed
and refined over the last twenty years. The result is a fully customizable trigger
setup that puts any one-size-fits-all module to shame. The EZ Trigger can
accommodate even out-of-spec receivers, producing a quick, easy installation
without any gunsmithing.

112

PART NUMBER

JPFC-1

Small pin (.154)

REVOLUTION TRIGGER

RIFLES

The Revolution Trigger is available in a
complete EZ Trigger kit or as a drop-in M4
replacement kit.

CHASSIS

This design was co-developed with
Armageddon Gear founder Tom Fuller, a
former Army ranger and Sgt. Major for
the AMU. The cure to pulled shots, the
roller trigger design provides perfect auto-

correction of trigger error owing to lateral
pull. For precise rifle work, it’s become
indispensable.

BARRELS

M4 REPLACEMENT KIT

OPERATING
SYSTEM

EZ TRIGGER

FIRE
CONTROL
OPTICS

OPTION

PART NUMBER

JPFCP-1EZ
JPFCP-1EZ-R
JPFCP-2EZ

Small pin (.154) with standard trigger
Small pin (.154) with roller trigger
Large pin (.169) with standard trigger

JPFC-R

TOOLS

PART NUMBER
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SPEED HAMMER

ANTI-WALK PINS

SPRING SET

When used with a JP trigger, our Speed
Hammer provides a 50% reduction in lock
time. This faster swing and reduced torque
compared to standard hammers equals
improved accuracy and ignition reliability.

Our Anti-Walk Pin design removes any and
all the slop movement between the receiver
and fire control components of your rifle. The
result is a trigger with a precision feel that
breaks like a glass rod.

The least expensive way to professional-level
trigger, it’s no wonder our Performance Spring
Sets are our best seller by quantity. With over
100,000 sold, this is the easiest way to smooth
out the roll-off of your trigger setup.

PART NUMBER

JPSH-1A
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PART NUMBER

Small pin (.154)

JPAW-1

.156 pins

PART NUMBER

PULL WEIGHT

JPS3.5
JPS3.5T
JPS4.0
JPS4.5

3.0 - 3.5 lbs.
3.5 - 4.0 lbs.
4.0 - 4.5 lbs.
4.5 lbs.

RIFLES
CHASSIS

ADJUSTABLE/REVERSIBLE SELECTOR

BARRELS
OPERATING
SYSTEM

PROFILE

JPSL1
JPSL2
JPSL3

Standard
Low
Ultra low

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

Build your own adjustable selector by choosing from our three lever
profiles, each available in five different colors to match both our
barricade braces (page 59) and Thermal Dissipators (page 69).

REPLACEMENT LEVERS

FIRE
CONTROL

Adjustability is the key to perfected function and a refined feel to your
safety. Once installed, our Adjustable/Reversible Selector blocks all
movement of the trigger in the safe position. It also eliminated the
need to fit the safety at all, cutting 1/3 out of your installation time.

JPFC-SA
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O P T I C S
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RIFLES

JPoint

Rifles

Pistols
Slide mounting is where the JPoint truly shines. Tough
enough to withstand constant reciprocation, it avoids all
the problems of poor slide-frame fit. For the best possible
results, we recommend a melt-in installation and can
recommend several machine shops for the work.
The JPoint comes in three different reticles and includes two
sight covers, adjustment dial and wrench, battery and instruction
manual. See the next page for available mount and accessories.

FIRE
CONTROL

Usable as either a primary or secondary sighting system,
the JPoint provides usable accuracy out to 200 yards. It
makes a great optic for action shooting sports or as a
backup hunting sight for short-range moving game.

The JPoint is the rare optic that doesn’t compromise
speed with shells for accuracy with slugs. Once a standard
component of our customer shotgun builds, the JPoint
doesn’t succumb to the battering of 12-gauge recoil.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Molded from light-weight polymer, the JPoint is highly resistant
to the punishing forces of live fire. Its light-sensitive diode
automatically adjusts to ambient light while preserving battery
life in storage. No matter the application, a JPoint finds its place:

Shotguns

BARRELS

The JPoint is the world’s smallest, lightest and toughest MRD
for day and night shooting. Over the last decade, it’s proven its
value for sporting, law enforcement and military use. Hundreds
saw use by U.S. forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.

CHASSIS

Featherweight Mini-Red Dot Sight

OPTICS

DOT SIZE

JPOINT4
JPOINT8
JPOINT-CD

4 MOA
8 MOA
65 MOA circle with 1 MOA dot

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

4 MOA

8 MOA

Circle Dot
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PART NUMBER

JPA-SM30/1C

Spare sight cover
Spare sight battery
Rain cover
Guard wings for JPoint mounts
1° elevation shim
Pack of three 1° shims
Pack of five 1° shims
Pack of eight 1° shims

OPERATING
SYSTEM

PISTOL MOUNTS

JPOINTC
CR2032
JPOINT-RC
JPA-GUARD
JPA-SHIM
JPA-SHIM3
JPA-SHIM5
JPA-SHIM8

BARRELS

JPA-CPG

PART NUMBER

Universal shotgun mount
Trijicon TA01NSN piggyback
Lower strap for non-NSN ACOGs
Weaver or Picatinny rail
Weaver or Picatinny rail with guard wings
Weaver or Picatinny rail (AR-15 cowitness height
30mm or 1” scope tube piggyback

CHASSIS

SHIELD-MNT-A1500
JPA-TANSN
JPA-TAS
JPA-WP
JPA-WPG

JPOINT ACCESSORIES

RIFLES

LONG GUN MOUNTS

PART NUMBER

OPTICS

Ultra low Glock MOS plate
Standard 1911 fixed rear sight dovetail
Low mount Bomar sight cut
Glock pistols
Smith & Wesson M&P mount
1911 with Novak rear sight cut
Ruger P series, MK II and MK III
Ruger revolver
Sig centerfire pistols
Factory-drilled S&W revolver
Springfield Armory XD

FIRE
CONTROL

SHIELD-MNT-GLKMO
JPA-11
JPA-BM
JPA-G
JPA-MP
JPA-NV
JPA-R22/RP
JPA-RR
JPA-SIG
JPA-SWR
JPA-XD

TOOLS
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PART NUMBER

SCOPE TUBE

JPFTSM-30/1
JPFTSM-34

30mm / 1”
34mm

OPTICS

STANDARD MOUNTS

FIRE
CONTROL

Your optic mount can be the fail-point of an otherwise impeccable
rifle setup. Choose quality, and don’t waste that potential.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

In addition to the standard profile, both our 30mm/1” and 34mm
mounts are available in an extended profile. This accommodates
the extended eye relief of certain modern scopes without resorting
to bridging the mount between receiver and hand guard.

BARRELS

Machined from aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum, our scope
mounts are newly redesigned for improved appearance and
weight savings. Highly robust, these optics mounts meet the
demands of precision rifle work. They achieve solid, reliable
return-to-zero when removed or replaced and provide superior
durability to the competition.

CHASSIS

1”, 30mm and 34mm

RIFLES

Optic Mounts

TOOLS

EXTENDED MOUNTS
PART NUMBER

SCOPE TUBE

JPFTSM-30/1E
JPFTSM-34E

30mm / 1”
34mm
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VISE CLAMPS

CHASSIS

Better Upkeep, Better Rifles

PART NUMBER

JPVC

FIRE
CONTROL

HAMMER STOP BLOCK

OPERATING
SYSTEM

CLEANING ROD GUIDE

BARRELS

The right tool for the job not only makes the work easier but saves
you time. In the end, your rifle will only be as good as the care
you put into it.
Our JP-brand tools and maintenance items come directly from the
needs of our gunsmiths in their work. Each has been designed and
manufactured with the same attention to detail as our precision
components.

RIFLES

Tools

OPTICS
TOOLS

PART NUMBER

PLATFORM

PART NUMBER

JPRG-1
JPRG-2

AR-15
AR-10

JPFC-HS
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RIFLES

Reloading

BRASS

CHASSIS

Custom Brass and Case Gauges
Reloading is the final frontier of performance shooting. How your ammo is put
together can affect your accuracy and reliability as much as the rifle itself.

BARRELS

First-Run Brass

Semi-Auto Case Gauges

CALIBER

BC.308
BC6.5C
BC.260R

.308 Winchester
6.5 Creedmoor
.260 Remington

SEMI-AUTO CASE GAUGE

OPTICS

These are the only case gauges on the market designed specifically for
needs of the semi-auto shooter. No cartridge that wouldn’t fit a minimumdepth SAAMI chamber will sneak by. If it fits, it shoots.

FIRE
CONTROL

Produced to our specifications by a precision brass manufacturer, JP
brass is available in .308 Winchester, .260 Remington and 6.5 Creedmoor
(convertible to 6mm Creedmoor with a proper die).

PART NUMBER

OPERATING
SYSTEM

For those who know and demand the finest in their reloading, JP brass
offers optimal metallurgy with correct case head hardness. The annealed
neck and shoulder will provide durability cycle after cycle. You’ll never
leave these cases behind at the range if you can help it.

For more in-depth information on reloading and ammo choice for JP rifles,
consult our regularly updated JP Loading Document, available on our website.

TOOLS

PART NUMBER

CALIBER

JPCG-223
JPCG-308

.223
.308
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SHOW YOUR
GOOD TASTE

C O N N E C T
w i t h

J P

Follow JPRIFLES for the news, information
and special offers.
Subscribe to our JP BULLETin newsletter
and blog for new product releases, tech
articles and exclusive subscriber deals.

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

YOUTUBE

www.jprifles.com
651-426-9196

INSTAGRAM

www.bluesteelranch.us

